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Abstract

Amplification of 11q13.3 is a frequent event in human cancers, including head and neck

squamous cell carcinoma. This chromosome region contains several genes that are poten-

tially cancer drivers, including FADD (Fas associated via death domain), an apoptotic effec-

tor that was previously identified as a novel oncogene in laryngeal/pharyngeal cancer. This

study was designed to explore the role of FADD in oral squamous cell carcinomas

(OSCCs) samples from Taiwanese patients, by assessing copy number variations (CNVs)

and protein expression and the clinical implications of these factors in 339 male OSCCs.

The intensity of FADD protein expression, as determined by immunohistochemistry, was

strongly correlated with gene copy number amplification, as analyzed using a TaqMan

CNV assay. Both FADD gene copy number amplification and high protein expression were

significantly associated with lymph node metastasis (P < 0.001). Patients with both FADD

copy number amplification and high protein expression had the shortest disease-free sur-

vival (DFS; P = 0.074 and P = 0.002) and overall survival (OS; P = 0.011 and P = 0.027).

After adjusting for primary tumor status, tumor differentiation, lymph node metastasis and

age at diagnosis, DFS was still significantly lower in patients with either copy number ampli-

fication or high protein expression (hazard ratio [H.R.] = 1.483; 95% confidence interval

[C.I.], 1.044–2.106). In conclusion, our data reveal that FADD gene copy number and pro-

tein expression can be considered potential prognostic markers and are closely associated

with lymph node metastasis in patients with OSCC in Taiwan.
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Introduction

Gene amplification refers to the somatically acquired increase in copy number of a restricted
region of the genome, and this process is one of the underlying genomicmechanisms that results
in overexpression of a dominantly acting oncogene [1]. Amplification is one of the distinct
mechanisms that activate oncogenes. As we previously reported, amplification of oncogenes
such as the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) gene is accompanied by protein overex-
pression and can be associatedwith poor prognosis in human cancers [2]. Amplification at
11q13.3 is a common event in cancers frommultiple anatomical sites, including head and neck
squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) [3]. Several studies have demonstrated that there are at least
three candidate oncogenes,CCND1,FADD (Fas associated via death domain) and CTTN, within
11q13.3 [3]. CCND1 is a well-documentedoncogene in breast, bladder, HNSCC, liver, and lung
cancers [4–8]. CTTN also has well-established roles in the migration and invasion of tumor cells
[9–10]. Its amplification has been reported in breast cancer, HNSCC, esophageal squamous cell
carcinoma, hepatocellular cancer, melanoma and neuroblastoma. The third gene in this region,
FADD, has been reported to be a critical apoptotic adaptor molecule: FADD interacts with cell
surface death receptors and recruits caspases 8 and 10, thereby transmitting extracellular apopto-
tic signals to intracellular caspases and eventually resulting in apoptosis [11–13]. FADD has also
been shown to enhance invasion in vitro, inhibit the necrosis of epithelial cells, and regulate the
proliferation of epithelial and lymphoid cells [14–16]. FADD amplification has been demon-
strated to play a role in laryngeal/pharyngealcancer [17], and high protein expression (43%) was
shown to be associated with worse survival in patients with tongue cancer [18].

In OSCC, we have shown that CCND1 is strongly associated with lymph nodemetastasis
and patient survival [19]. The current study was designed to further investigate the role in
OSCC of another important gene within 11q13.3, FADD. The amplification and expression of
FADD were evaluated in areca-quid (AQ)-associated OSCC and correlated with clinicopatho-
logical parameters.

Materials and Methods

Patients and specimens

This study was approved by the Chang Gung Medical Foundation Institutional ReviewBoard
(100-4358A3). The present study group consisted of 339 male patients diagnosedwith primary
OSCCwho were admitted to Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Lin-Kou, Taiwan, between 1999
and 2011. All cases were histologically confirmed and scored according to the recommenda-
tions for the reporting of specimens containing oral cavity, oropharynx and hypopharynx neo-
plasms by the Associations of Directors of Anatomical and Surgical Pathology (ADASP).[20]
All patients signed informed consent for participation and were interviewed in a uniformman-
ner before surgery by a well-trained interviewer. The questionnaire used in the interview
sought detailed information on general demographics, as well as current and past cigarette
smoking history, alcohol drinking and AQ chewing habits. Tumor tissue was collected, frozen
immediately after excision in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until DNA extraction.High-
molecular weight DNA was purified as previously described [21]. All tumor specimens and tis-
sue sections were retrieved from an archive.

TaqMan CN assay using quantitative real-time polymerase chain

reaction (qPCR) for FADD

FADD gene copy number was analyzed using pre-designed TaqMan copy number assay
(Hs01625513_cn) (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) by qPCR on a 7500 Fast Real-
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Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) in our laboratory. The qPCR
analysis was performed according to the MIQE guidelines [22]. The hydrolysis probe to deter-
mine the copy number of the FADD gene is located within exon 2. The reference probe targets
a copy-number neutral region of the RNase P gene, serving as an internal standard. The quanti-
tative duplex PCR assay was carried out in a 96-well optical plate with a total volume of 10 μl
per well. The reactions included 2 μl of gDNA (~10 ng), 0.5 μl of FADD TaqMan Copy Num-
ber Assay solution (20×), 0.5 μl of RNase P TaqMan Copy Number Reference Assay solution
(20×), and 5 μl of TaqMan GenotypingMaster Mix (2×) with the final volume adjusted with
sterile water. All reactions were performed in triplicate. Thermal cycling conditions included
initial denaturation at 95°C for 10 mins, followed by 40 cycles of 15 s at 95°C and 60 s at 60°C.
The number of copies of the FADD gene was determined by relative quantitation (RQ) using
the comparative Cq (ΔΔCq)method, which requires a healthy control sample (diploid) as a cal-
ibrator in all amplifications. The RNase P gene was co-amplified with the FADD gene and
served as an internal standard. FADD gene copy number status was defined by a comparative
Cq (ΔΔCq)> 0.59 indicating amplification [23].

Immunohistochemical analysis

Paraffin-embedded tumor sections (1.5μm) were deparaffinized in xylene and absolute alcohol
and retrievedwith heat in 10 mM citrate buffer (pH 6.0). Immunostaining was performed
using the UltraVision Quanto Detection System HRP (Thermo Scientific, Cheshire, UK) and a
Lab Vision Autostainer 360 (Thermo Scientific, Cheshire, UK). In brief, slides were treated
with hydrogen peroxide block reagent (Thermo Scientific) for 10 mins and rinsed with phos-
phate-buffered saline (PBS). After blocking non-specific binding with Ultra V Block reagent
(UltraVision Quanto Detection System HRP kit; Thermo Scientific, Cheshire, UK), tissue sec-
tions were incubated with rabbit polyclonal anti-FADD antibody (1:500) (H-181; Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) for 1 hour at room temperature. The tissue sections were then
washed with PBS and incubated with a secondary antibody from the UltraVision Quanto
Detection System HRP at room temperature, and subsequently visualized by reaction with dia-
minobenzidine (DAB) used as the chromogen substrate (DAB Quanto kit; Thermo Scientific,
Cheshire, UK). Finally, the slides were counterstained with hematoxylin and coverslipped with
Permount and examined for the extent and intensity of cytoplasm in tumor cells and for back-
ground staining by the pathologist (WYC) in a blindedmanner. In the present study, the nor-
mal epithelium present in most samples showed cytoplasmic staining of the suprabasal layer.
In carcinoma cells, FADD protein expression was found mainly in the cytoplasm and distrib-
uted homogeneously in most tumors. In tumors with strong cytoplasm staining, there was usu-
ally some accompanying nuclear staining. The scoring criteria are as reported in Gibcus et al.
[17]. In brief, using the normal epithelium as a reference for normal expression levels, we
scored all samples according to the intensity as 0, 1+, 2+ and 3+.We categorized the FADD
staining as low FADD expression when the intensity was 0 and 1+ (Fig 1A and 1B), and high
FADD expression when intensity was 2+ and 3+ (Fig 1C and 1D).

Statistics

Statistical analysis was carried out using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
version 13. The correlations between FADD gene copy number or protein expression status
and clinical parameters were examined by the χ2 test or Fisher’s exact test. Correlations
between the FADD copy number and protein expression were tested with the χ2 test. Survival
curveswere constructed by the Kaplan-Meier method, and the curveswere compared using the
log-rank test. The Cox regression model was applied to simultaneously adjust all potential
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prognostic variables, including age, primary tumor status, lymph node status and differentia-
tion. The results were considered significant if P< 0.05.

Results

Patient characteristics

Three hundred and thirty-nine patients with a diagnosis of OSCCwere recruited into the
study. The clinicopathological features of the patients are shown in Table 1. The most common
primary sites were the bucca (44.8%, 152/339) and tongue (30.4%, 103/339). Overall, 85.6%
(290/339) of the patients were cigarette smokers, 53.4% (181/339) were alcohol drinkers and
85.0% (288/339) chewed AQ. The primary treatment for these 339 patients was surgery; 232
(68.4%) patients underwent additional radiation therapy, and 89 (26.3%) underwent additional
chemoradiotherapy. The median follow-up periodwas 60 months.

FADD gene CNA and protein expression

FADD copy number amplification was found in 69 (20.4%) OSCC patients (Table 2). The levels
of FADD protein expression were categorized as low and high expression subgroups according
to the intensity of cytoplasmic staining (Table 2). We determined that 146 (43.1%) tumors had
low expression, and 193 (58.7%) had high expression. High FADD protein expression was
accompanied by increased FADD gene copy number. Sixty (60/69, 87.0%) patients with FADD
gene amplification showed high FADD protein expression (S1 Table).

Clinical implications of FADD gene CNA and protein expression

As shown in Table 2, tumors with lymph nodemetastasis and lymph node extra-capsular
spread (ECS) had a significantly higher frequency of FADD amplification (P� 0.001). Similar
results were observed for tumors with a high expression of FADD protein (P< 0.001). Further-
more, high FADD protein expression was associated with younger age at diagnosis (P = 0.034)
and a higher grade of tumor differentiation (P = 0.011). We further analyzed the relationship
between FADD and patient prognosis by univariate analysis (Fig 2). The results showed that
FADD gene amplification was associated with poor overall survival (OS) (Fig 2B, P = 0.011)

Fig 1. Immunohistochemical comparison of FADD expression. FADD protein expression in three OSCC

patients and normal epithelium. (A), Normal epithelium showing weak cytoplasmic and nuclear staining as a

reference. (B), Representative staining pattern of FADD 1+. (C), FADD 2+. (D) FADD 3+.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164870.g001
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[hazard ratio (HR) = 1.527, 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.098–2.123] (Table 3). High FADD
protein expression was associated with poor disease-free survival (DFS) (Fig 3A) (HR = 1.684,
95% CI, 1.209–2.345) and OS (Fig 3B) (HR = 1.387, 95% CI, 1.035–1.859). The patients with
both FADD gene amplification and protein overexpression showed worse DFS (Fig 4A,
P = 0.005) and OS (Fig 4B, P = 0.009). In addition to FADD, primary tumor status
(HR = 1.676, 95% CI, 1.256–2.238) and lymph nodemetastasis (HR = 1.931, 95% CI, 1.310–
2.846) were significantly associated with a poorer OS. Lymph node ECS was also significantly
associated with a poorer DFS (HR = 3.124, 95% CI, 2.202–4.432). After adjusting for age at
diagnosis, primary tumor status, lymph node status and tumor differentiation by multivariate
Cox regression, patients with FADD gene amplification or high protein expression had the
worst DFS (P = 0.028, HR = 1.483, 95% CI, 1.044–2.106) (Table 4). Of the FADD gene copy
neutral cases, we observed that 49.3% (133/270) of cases displayed a high expression level of
FADD protein independently of gene copy number alteration (S1 Table). High FADD protein
expression was also associated with young age at diagnosis (P = 0.029) and lymph nodemetas-
tasis (P = 0.025) in this subgroup (S2 Table). High FADD protein expression also was associ-
ated with DFS in this subgroup (HR = 1.690, 95% CI, 1.173–2.435) (S3 Table). After adjusting
for age at diagnosis, primary tumor status, lymph node status and tumor differentiation using
multivariate analysis, patients with high FADD protein expression also showed a poorer DFS
(HR = 1.575, 95% CI, 1.078–2.300) (S4 Table).

Table 1. Characteristics of the 339 OSCC patients.

Characteristics

Age (years)

Mean±SD 50.383± 11.164

Range 26–82

Site of primary tumor [No. of patients (%)]

Bucca 155 (45.7)

Tongue 104 (30.7)

Other 80 (23.6)

Tumor stage [No. of patients (%)]

Stage I 37 (10.9)

Stage II 59 (17.4)

Stage III 54 (15.9)

Stage IV 189 (55.8)

Differentiation [No. of patients (%)]

Well differentiated 134 (39.5)

Moderately differentiated 182 (53.7)

Poorly differentiated 23 (6.8)

Cigarette smoking [No. of patients (%)]

Yes 290 (85.6)

No 49 (14.5)

Alcohol drinking [No. of patients (%)]

Yes 181 (53.4)

No 158 (46.6)

AQ chewing [No. of patients (%)]

Yes 288 (85.0)

No 51 (15.0)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164870.t001
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Table 2. Clinical association with FADD gene copy number and protein expression.

Characteristics FADD gene copy number status FADD protein expression status

Copy Neutral Amplification P-value Low expression High expression P-value

(N = 270) (N = 69) (N = 146) (N = 193)

Age

< 50 yrs 140 (78.7) 38 (21.3) 0.633 67 (37.6) 111 (62.4) 0.034

� 50 yrs 130 (80.8) 31 (19.3) 79 (49.1) 82 (50.9)

Subsites

Bucca 127 (81.9) 28 (18.1) 0.602 75 (48.4) 80 (51.6) 0.186

Tongue 80 (76.9) 24 (23.1) 41 (39.4) 63 (60.6)

Other 63 (78.8) 17 (21.3) 30 (37.5) 50 (62.5)

Primary tumor status

T1/T2 130 (80.3) 32 (19.8) 0.792 62 (32.3) 100 (61.7) 0.088

T3/T4 140 (79.1) 37 (20.9) 84 (47.5) 93 (52.5)

Lymph node status

LNM†-/ECS‡- 158 (86.8) 24 (13.2) 0.001 98 (53.9) 84 (46.2) < 0.001

LNM+/ECS- 47 (77.1) 14 (23.0) < 0.001* 19 (31.2) 42 (68.9) < 0.001*

LNM+/ECS+ 65 (67.7) 31 (32.3) 29 (30.2) 67 (69.8)

Tumor differentiation

Well 113 (84.3) 21 (15.7) 0.083 69 (51.5) 65 (48.5) 0.011

Moderate/Poor 157 (76.6) 48 (23.4) 77 (37.6) 128 (62.4)

Skin invasion

Yes 41 (89.1) 5 (10.9) 0.086 28 (60.9) 18 (39.1) 0.009

No 229 (78.2) 64 (21.8) 118 (40.3) 175 (59.7)

Bone invasion

Yes 73 (77.7) 21 (22.3) 0.574 43 (45.7) 51 (54.3) 0.538

No 197 (80.4) 48 (19.6) 103 (42.0) 142 (58.0)

Perineural invasion

Yes 71 (72.5) 27 (27.6) 0.036 31 (31.6) 67 (68.4) 0.007

No 199 (82.6) 42 (17.4) 115 (47.7) 126 (52.3)

Vascular invasion

Yes 8 (72.7) 3 (27.3) 0.473 3 (27.3) 8 (72.7) 0.363

No 262 (79.9) 66 (20.1) 143 (43.6) 185 (56.4)

Lymphatic invasion

Yes 34 (70.8) 14 (29.2) 0.102 19 (39.6) 29 (60.4) 0.599

No 236 (81.1) 55 (18.9) 127 (43.6) 164 (56.4)

Invasion depth of tumor

� 10 mm 163 (75.8) 52 (24.2) 0.021 91 (42.3) 124 (57.7) 0.716

< 10 mm 107 (86.3) 17 (13.7) 55 (44.4) 69 (55.7)

Cigarette smoking

Yes 230 (79.3) 60 (20.7) 0.709 120 (41.4) 170 (58.6) 0.127

No 40 (81.6) 9 (18.4) 26 (53.1) 23 (46.9)

Alcohol drinking

Yes 141 (77.9) 40 (22.1) 0.393 72 (39.8) 109 (60.2) 0.191

No 129 (81.7) 29 (18.4) 74 (46.8) 84 (53.2)

AQ chewing

Yes 233 (80.9) 55 (19.1) 0.172 125 (43.4) 163 (56.6) 0.767

No 37 (72.6) 14 (27.5) 21 (41.2) 30 (58.8)

*χ2 trend test;
†LNM: lymph node metastasis;
‡ ECS: extracapsular spread

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164870.t002
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Discussion

Gene amplification is a well-knownmechanism that results in an increase in the expression of
genes involved in oncogenesis, tumor development, or multidrug resistance [24]. Amplification
of chromosome 11q13 is frequently found in human cancers and is prominent in HNSCC (30–
62% of cases) [3]. CCND1 and CTTN have usually been considered to be the driver genes in the
11q13.3 locus. FADD, which is also located within 11q13.3, was previously identified as a novel
cancer gene in laryngeal/pharyngeal cancer [17].

Fig 2. Survival curves based on analysis of the Fas-associated death domain (FADD) gene CNA. (A)

Kaplan-Meier curves for disease-free survival (DFS).(B) Kaplan-Meier curves for overall survival (OS).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164870.g002

Table 3. Univariate Cox regression model of prognostic covariates in 339 patients with OSCC: disease-free and overall survival.

Characteristics DFS P-value OS P-value

HR (95% CI) HR (95% CI)

Age

< 50 yrs 1 1

� 50 yrs 0.914 (0.667–1.252) 0.575 1.119 (0.843–1.487) 0.437

Primary tumor status

T1/T2 1 1

T3/T4 1.145 (0.837–1.567) 0.398 1.676 (1.256–2.238) < 0.001

Lymph node status

LNM†-/ECS‡- 1 1

LNM+/ECS- 1.548 (0.994–2.410) 0.053 1.931 (1.310–2.846) < 0.001

LNM+/ECS+ 3.124 (2.202–4.432) < 0.001 3.018 (2.191–4.156) < 0.001

Tumor differentiation

Well 1 1

Moderate/Poor 1.194 (0.865–1.646) 0.281 1.344 (1.000–1.807) 0.050

FADD CN status

Copy neutral 1 1

Amplification 1.393 (0.963–2.016) 0.079 1.527 (1.098–2.123) 0.012

FADD expression

Low expression 1 1

High expression 1.684 (1.209–2.345) 0.002 1.387 (1.035–1.859) 0.029

†LNM: lymph node metastasis;
‡ ECS: extracapsular spread;

CN: copy number

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164870.t003
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In the current study of male HNSCC patients, we showed that FADD amplification was
present in 69 of 339 cases (20.4%), and gene amplification was associated with a higher inci-
dence of lymph nodemetastasis (LNM) and extracapsular spread (ECS). The frequency of
amplification is lower than in a previous report on tongue SSC, in which tumor tissue was
hand-dissected from 30 samples and transcripts were amplified by real-time PCR (43.3%,
13/30) [18]. To our knowledge, the present study is the largest cohort of male patients with
OSCC in which the role of FADD gene copy number has been assessed in the tongue, bucca
and other locations of the oral cavity. Although the association between FADD amplification
and LNM has not been observed in previous reports, the strong positive relationship between
11q13 amplification and lymph node status has been reported in HNSCC [25].

In most samples, FADD amplification was accompanied by high FADD protein expression
(87.0%, 60/69), as expected.However, the proportion of samples with high FADD expression

Fig 3. Survival curves based on analysis of Fas-associated death domain (FADD) protein expression. (A) Kaplan-Meier curves for

disease-free survival (DFS).(B) Kaplan-Meier curves for overall survival (OS).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164870.g003

Fig 4. Survival curves based on combined Fas-associated death domain (FADD) gene CNA and protein expression analysis. (A)

Kaplan-Meier curves for disease-free survival (DFS).(B) Kaplan-Meier curves for overall survival (OS).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164870.g004
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(56.9%) was much higher than that with FADD gene amplification (20.4%). This discrepancy
between gene alteration and protein expression suggests that FADD can be overexpressed by
other mechanisms such as post-transcriptionalmodification or altered protein expression from
the interactions of other related genes in the absence of DNA amplification, as has been observed
for the MDM2 gene in the 12q13-15 amplicon in human sarcoma [26]. In addition to lymph
nodemetastasis, high expression of FADD was significantly associatedwith young age at diag-
nosis and poorer tumor differentiation. There were no difference in the distribution of primary
tumor stage, nodal metastasis between young and old age groups. In the environmental carcino-
gen exposures, the frequency of alcohol drinking (P = 0.017) and areca quid chewing
(P< 0.001) were significantly higher in the young age group whilst the cigarette smoking was
not (P = 0.249). Further analyzing the relationships between cigarette, areca quid, alcohol con-
sumption and FADD overexpression, no significant associations exist between them. The under-
lying mechanisms that cause the higher frequency of FADD overexpression in young age group
need further investigation. However, the effect of FADD gene amplification and overexpression
on survival was not influenced by age becausewe adjusted the variable in the multivariate analy-
sis. The relationship between FADD expression and tumor differentiation was similar to that in
early stage tongue cancer [18]. Recently, studies have demonstrated that FADD plays a crucial
role in cell growth by interacting with the adenylate kinase 2 (AK2)/dual-specificityphosphatase
26 (DUSP26) protein complex and could be associated with tumor cell differentiation [27].

Similarly to FADD amplification, high FADD protein expression is also significantly associ-
ated with lymph nodemetastasis (P< 0.001). To evaluate the exact effect of FADD protein
expression on lymph nodemetastasis, we analyzed the relationship between high FADD pro-
tein expression and lymph node status in the FADD copy neutral subgroup. Notably, the asso-
ciation between high FADD protein expression and lymph node status was retained

Table 4. Multivariate Cox regression model of prognostic covariates in 339 patients with OSCC: disease-free and overall survival.

Characteristics DFS P-value OS P-value

HR (95% CI) HR (95% CI)

Age

< 50 yrs 1 1

� 50 yrs 1.058 (0.766–1.462) 0.732 1.231 (0.922–1.645) 0.159

Primary tumor status

T1/T2 1 1

T3/T4 0.990 (0.716–1.368) 0.950 1.469 (1.092–1.976) 0.011

Lymph node status

LNM†-/ECS‡- 1 1

LNM+/ECS- 1.448 (0.920–2.280) 0.110 1.871 (1.258–2.783) 0.002

LNM+/ECS+ 3.003 (2.067–4.363) < 0.001 2.702 (1.923–3.797) < 0.001

Tumor differentiation

Well 1 1

Moderate/Poor 0.927 (0.665–1.292) 0.653 1.042 (0.768–1.415) 0.790

FADD status

FADD CN-/low expression 1 1

FADD CN+ or high expression 1.483 (1.044–2.106) 0.028 1.270 (0.933–1.729) 0.128

†LNM: lymph node metastasis;
‡ ECS: extracapsular spread;

CN: copy number

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164870.t004
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(P = 0.025). The relationship between high FADD protein expression and lymph nodemetasta-
sis in head and neck cancer has been demonstrated in several studies [18, 28–29]. By contrast,
Fan et al. found that the expression of DR5, FADD or both does not significantly affect the pro-
gression of HNSCC patients who have no evidence of LNM [29]. They suggested that DR5/
FADD/caspase-8 signalingmay have an opposite function to the previous reported in regulat-
ing cancer metastasis and may depend on the tumor stage [29]. FADD can also recruit other
proteins to regulate the NF-κB and MAPK pathways, which in turn can promote proliferation
and cell cycle progression.[30] In addition, the increased level of FADD transcripts was corre-
lated with the levels of cyclin D1, which is also encoded by a gene located within the same
region of 11q13. The inducedNF-κB, its downstream pathway and cyclin D1 were demon-
strated to be associated with poor prognosis in lung adenocarcinoma.[30]

In this study, univariate analysis indicated that high FADD expression was associated with
decreasedDFS and OS and that FADD amplification was associated with poorer OS. In the
FADD copy neutral subgroup, high FADD expression was also an independent prognostic
marker of poorer DFS. The combined effect of FADD amplification and high FADD expres-
sion was demonstrated to result in poorer DFS in patients with OSCC.

Conclusions

FADD protein overexpression is closely associated with FADD copy number. Both FADD
gene amplification and protein overexpression were associated with lymph nodemetastasis
and perineural invasion. FADD is an important gene that is associated with lymph nodemetas-
tasis and prognosis in OSCC. The combination of FADD gene amplification and protein over-
expression can be successfully used as a marker to stratify patients with OSCC into risk
subgroups in clinical practice.
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